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Club Musings
Greetings! I hope this newsletter finds you well, and
ready for an exciting year of fishing! As this is my first
“official” newsletter as your new president, I want to
thank you all for your support. I am extremely lucky to
belong to such a great organization. I have made some
wonderful friends, and mentors, in my short time in
the club. So many of you have taken me “under your
wing” and taught me so much! As my career has taken
me all over the country, I found some of the fly fishing
clubs I attended to be stuffy, insular, and downright
snobby. This club has been like a slice of heaven to me;
the members welcoming, fun, and helpful. I am very
grateful to have found you.
There is plenty of club news to be excited about this
year. First, we are expanding our selection of clubsponsored outings this year. There will be adventures
near and far scheduled. I am confident that you will
find something for everyone included. If you haven’t
attended an outing yet, I encourage you to try. Don’t be
concerned if you feel that you are not a good enough
fisherperson, or that you cannot cast a country mile,
or that you don’t know enough members. I promise
that you, as I did, will find the members attending will
provide you with all the support and help you need. As
an example, on one of my first outings I was struggling
to catch fish, when Jim Hagy called me over to his
pontoon and physically tied my boat to his. Jim then
explained to me what to look for in the water, what fly
to use, and how to do my retrieve. He spent quite a bit

of time with me, and I’m happy to say that I was soon
catching fish! I will never, ever forget his kindness, and
hope I will someday be able to do the same for other
members. This is the kind of generosity you will find if
you go on an outing!
Secondly, Jenn is looking at some great speakers for
the monthly meetings. She has some really good
ideas. We are trying to provide speakers on a variety
of interesting topics. I guarantee that you will learn
something new!
Finally, as I assumed the exalted rank of your club
president (haha), I was presented with a box of old
club papers. As I read through them, I was amazed.
It’s rather sobering to realize that I’m carrying on
something with so much history. For example, did you
know that the Olympic Fly Fishers of Edmonds club
was founded way back in 1965? That’s over 50 years
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ago! It would be interesting to know who has been
in the club the longest, and to get their recollections
of the club from back then. The farthest back records
I found were from 2006, and Bud Camandona and
Dick Simmons were both officers then. Has someone
been a member for longer? Let me know, please, I
would love to hear your memories. Furthermore,
there was a stack of old Tightlines from 2009. There’s
a treasure trove of information in them. I’m going
to be reprinting some of these articles in future
Tightlines. Also some of the old photographs. Other
than members getting a little gray in their hair, some
things have not changed. As it was back then, Keith
Stamm still catches a LOT of fish! And, in the past
(just like today), Jeff Bandy always seems to have
food in his hand (how does he stay so slim?). And

Barry and Rolf are obviously hiding a fountain of
youth somewhere! It makes me wonder who will be
looking at our club photographs 10, 15, even 20 years
from now?

2018 BOARD MEMBERS

2018 COMMITTEE CHAIRS

JANUARY CLUB MEETING

At the January meeting, we were privileged to have
Justin Spinelli, of the Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife. Justin gave an informative presentation
about the Inland Fishing Program in Region 4 and
recent efforts to improve the fishery at Pass Lake.
Thanks, and enjoy this issue of the Tightlines!
Randal White,
President
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February Club Meeting
The monthly club meeting’s date has been changed
from Wednesday, February 14th to Friday, February
16th. This is due to two reasons, the first being that
the 14th is Valentine’s Day, and we don’t want to upset
any of the member’s significant others. The second
reason is that the Lynnwood Fly Fishing Show starts
on February 17th, and we used that event to score a
great speaker for our meeting.
We are happy to announce we will
have Molly Semenik as our guest
speaker. Molly started teaching
fly-casting back in the 80’s after
she left the Midwest and landed
in Utah. In 2000, Molly and her
family moved to Livingston
Montana where she began a 15year guiding/outfitting career.
During this time, Molly started
Tie The Knot Fly Fishing, became an outfitter and
Master Certified Casting Instructor through the
International Federation of Fly Fishers now the Fly

Fishers International. Another move took her further
west to Birch Bay Washington. A Two-Handed fly
rod is now her go to method in the PNW. Molly
is currently on the Casting Board of Governors
and Board of Directors of the FFI. While visiting
the OFFC, Molly will present a program on her
book titled 25 Best Off-the- Beaten Path Montana
Fly Fishing Streams by
Stonefly Press (2017 Bronze
Award winner through the
Independent Publisher Book
Award). Photos will take you
to Montana, while Molly will
discuss strategies for small
stream fishing and visit seven
of the 25 streams covered in
the book. A book signing will
follow the program.
The meeting will be held at the Edmonds Senior
Center. Happy hour at 6:00 pm, dinner at 7:00 pm,
followed by the speaker and raffle.
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February Outing

Lone Lake Club Outing Google Map

The Lone Lake outing will be held February 24th.
The address is 5075 Lone Lake Road, Langley, WA
(Whidbey Island).
Meet at the lake at 9 a.m. Bring your lunch, we will
meet at the launch at noon to eat. There is a boat
ramp, restroom, picnic area, and parking area.
Directions: Off Highway 525 at light turn North
onto Bayview Road. Turn West on Andreason Road
and then South on Lone Lake Road. Go to stop sign
(Corner of Andreason and Lone Lake Rd.) and then
turn left. Follow the road to the park and fishing
access on the right.
Here is a report on Washingtonflyfishing.com from
“Rex”, on January 18, 2018: “In spite of being really
cold and wet, I stuck it out to sunset to see if the
evening bite would get the fish active, and as the sun
set I started hooking fish and in 45 minutes I had
hooked six fish, but then it shut off like a light switch
and that was it. But, hanging around till dusk paid
off this time and saved my day.
The fish were all 15 to 16 inches in length, mostly
a little dark and pretty beat up from being caught
so many times, I suppose, but they mostly fought
decently enough. All the fish I hooked took a BH
Dark Green Simi Seal Leech. I’m assuming that
these 15 to 16 inchers are from the February planting
of 450 one to one and a half pounders planted by
the various local fly fishing clubs and not the 3,000
catchables planted in March by the WDFW, as it
seems that the catchables wouldn’t be that large, but
I’m not sure about that (I’d expect that the catchables
would be more like 12 to 13 inches). However, I didn’t
hook any fish that were smaller than 15 inches, so I
don’t know. Anyway, kudos to the fly fishing clubs
that contributed to the fish planting!
Signs are still posted warning of blue-green algae,
so if you bring your dog fishing with you, don’t let it
drink the water.”
Rex also reports the water temperature to be about 47
degrees. And that the fish “ were mainly caught off
the point by the shore right off the launch, we call it
eagle point as the eagles often sit in the trees there...
we call ourselves the originals. Others were caught to
the east side. I don’t know of any tiny creeks or seeps.
I was in 13 - 17 ft depth.”

Another person on the same site named PeteM
stated: “If you hit Lone, besides the flies you listed,
I would add blood worms and hare’s ears. You can
fish them chironomid style under an indicator or
using a full sinking line and slowly worked back
after counting down. I use the latter method with a
hare’s ear as the lead fly. It’s a solid combination most
months at Lone. Sizes vary from size 10 - 14.”
KFish from the same site states: “Red glass bead head
Olive Willy never fails at Lone”.
Per the Avid Angler website: “Lone is much more of
a chironomid lake, with several different sizes and colors
hatching at the same time. The lake is relatively shallow,
with a 20-foot hole in the middle where you can often catch
fish while trolling deep with a red woolley bugger.
Key fly: Size 12 rootbeer chironomid.”
Lone Lake is a lake our club helped last year.
For a little background, here is a report from Bill
MacDonald, Conservation Chair, from last year.
Due to the fish kill in Lone Lake last fall, we are
working with the Evergreen, Whidbey, and Fidalgo
Fly Fishing clubs to rehabilitate the lake and
restock it with some catchable trout. Jake Jacobsen
of the Evergreen Club has been leading the way
on this project. He has met with the home owners
association President to discuss a lake recovery plan,
has contacted the conservation district to discuss
lake outlet design improvements, contacted Huxley
College Lowland Lakes Management program
professor to assist with a recovery plan, and reached
out to the Island County Commissioner to discuss
a long term monitoring plan. In addition, the local
archery club has been contacted to assist with carp
removal, and contacted the WDFW to restock the
lake. The WDFW will restock the lake in the spring
with 3000 “catchable” rainbow trout. We have
discussed adding some more “interesting” fish to
make the lake more fun as soon as possible, and have
worked with J &D Fisheries to get about 350 about
13” long, plus a surprise lunker or two for good
measure. The permit has already been issued and the
cost per club will be about $350 or so. The fish will be
delivered by late February, so grease your lines and
sharpen your hooks, these fish will be about 15” be
mid-June.
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dedicated members attended. John Wendt caught the only fish, a 16” brown trout. Dick Orvid had four fish
on, but unfortunately could not bring any to the net.

Outings Schedule 2018
Month
FEBRUARY

Date
24

Location
Lone Lake

Contact Person
John Bissett, 206-790-3826

MARCH

23-25

Rocky Ford/Lake Lenice

John Bissett, 206-790-3826

APRIL

26-29

Okanogan Lakes Area

Mike Truax, 425-672-6963

MAY

25-28

Back To The Wall (26th)

John Bissett, 206-790-3826

Dry Falls Lake (27th)
Lake Lenice (28th)
—

Rattlesnake Lake

Pending

18-21

Douglas Lake, BC

John Wendt, 206-355-7874

21

Lost Lake (Snoqualmie Pass)

Pending

26-29

Wallace, Idaho (Coeur d’Alene
River, Tee Pee Creek, Canyon
Creek, etc)

John Bissett, 206-790-3826
Rolf Mogster, 206-920-3122

AUGUST

18

Lake Ballenger

Pending

SEPTEMBER

10-14

Kelly Creek

John Bissett, 206-790-3826

29

Pass Lake

Rolf Mogster, 206-920-3122

OCTOBER

19-22

Okanogan Lakes Area

Rolf Mogster, 206-920-3122

NOVEMBER

15-19

Rocky Ford

Rolf Mogster, 206-920-3122

DECEMBER

12

Christmas Auction

John Wendt, 206-355-7874

JUNE

JULY
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Member Spotlight – Mike Truax
January’s “Member Spotlight,” features Mike Truax
who has been an OFF member for over 15 years. He
found OFF through a fly tying class he took with Bill
McDonald a few years before retiring. Mike and I
recently sat down to talk about his 50+ years of fly
fishing, traveling the globe, and his career in the
forestry industry.
Mike is a rare species, indeed – a Pacific Northwest
native - and has been in Edmonds since 1944. He got
started fly fishing in his 30s when he and a fishing
buddy began going on outings to the Kamloops area
in Canada. Camping in those years before GPS was
adventurous with their small pickup and boat trailer
winding their way along rough back roads with poor
signage. There must have been something appealing
about those BC lakes because he kept going back and
recalls one of his favorite fishing memories - teaching
his then 12 year-old son to fly fish in BC.
Although he still fishes BC, Mike considers his area of
expertise his knowledge of fishing in the Okanagan
County area. He and his wife have had a cabin near
Conconully for over 20 years and these days he enjoys
exploring the lakes in that area with his 8’ pram.
When asked what he is still learning as a fisherman,
Mike admitted he wants to improve his casting skills.
(Good thing OFF has a casting clinic coming up soon!)
One of the key benefits of belonging to OFF is the
ability to learn from each other. Mike credits Jim
Hagy for the piece of advice that comes to mind when
asked about learning from others. Jim reminded Mike
to let the fly sink deeper and then retrieve it quickly
to better attract a bite. In turn, Mike’s advice to other
fisherman, especially those new to the sport, is to get
a fishing buddy. ‘Nuff said!
Fishing has taken him from the Bering Sea to New
Zealand. Mike has fished for rainbows and silvers
on the Kanektok River in Alaska and learned the
importance of sight fishing on a trip to New Zealand
with Tony, his best friend since high school. His
fishing adventures also include what he called a
“white-knuckle” situation on a lake in BC when the
wind came up while he was on the other side of the
lake in a canoe. Thankfully he was able to navigate
his way back, but he shares his reminder to always
be aware and prepared! He later learned that it is not
uncommon for the wind to kick up in the afternoon
with gusts up to 30 miles per hour – no fun in a canoe!

Reflecting on his 40-year forestry career, he considers
himself lucky to have been in a field he truly enjoyed.
When not on a lake fishing, Mike was in the forest.
His early years as a forester spanned the Cascades
region from Mt. Rainier to Stevens Pass. He spent
30 years with Simpson Timber and served as chair
for the national forestry industry committee on
fisheries, water quality, and hydrology for a decade.
The most pressing issue in conservation or fisheries
management Mike notes is decreased access on
streams, as evidenced by the limited access in the
Methow valley area.
In the speed-round of interview questions here is how
Mike weighed in:
•

Lake or river? Lake

•

Dry fly or nymph? Wet

•

Tie or buy? Buy

•

Oldest piece of gear? A phleuger reel

•

His choice of best new gear or new invention since
he started fishing? Sweeper lines

•

Favorite fishing trip food? His guilty pleasure,
potato chips!
Jennifer Youngblood
Vice President
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2017 Christmas Party
The Club Christmas party was held on December
13, 2017. It was very well attended. A great meal was
enjoyed by all.
Several new functions were included in this year’s
celebration. Dennis Stolzenburg’s wife, Barbara,
baked many delicious loaves of homemade bread to
be auctioned off at the dinner. And Jenn Youngblood,
Karen Bertram, and Leslie Muntz baked beautiful
pies and cakes, to be auctioned off as dessert. The
bidding was, in a word, frenzied. And the results
were mouth-watering! The funds raised went to the
Foundation. Thank you, Barbara, Jenn, Karen, and
Leslie. Your efforts are greatly appreciated!

Thank you to all who donated items for both the
silent and live auction this year. Special thanks to
Rolf Mogster and Ed Boehmer, who each donated a
week at their condos in Hawaii and Mexico. What
a great gift! Thank you to Steve and Peggy Temple,
of Clark Fork Trout, for their donation of a guided
fly fishing trip in St Regis, Montana. Thank you
to Gregg Maddock, of the Wallace Fly Shop, for
his donation of flies. Thank you to Susan Moore,
Windemere Realty, for her donation of the Salt and
Iron gift certificate. Thank you to Gregg Sisson, for
his beautiful, handmade landing net. Thank you Jim
Hagy, for the donation of his hand-tied “Christmas
Flies”, which brought out incredibly spirited bidding.
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And a big thank you to Jim Traner’s wife, Terry, for
her purchase of what must be the most sought after
bird house in the Pacific Northwest. Jim, after that
bid, you better hope that the city does not raise your
property taxes when you hang that in your yard!
As a result of the party, the Foundation did very well
this year. All of the funds raised will be applied to
conservation and education efforts. A report on the
allocation will be forthcoming in a later Tightlines.
Finally, a huge thank you to John Wendt, for all his
work into making the party a success. John works
year-round on this event. He collects items for the
auction, filling his downstairs man cave to the
ceiling. He locates and negotiates the catering. He
is, basically, the reason the party is a success! So,

when you see John, take a little time to thank him
personally for his hard work.
It is not too early to start planning for the 2018
Christmas party. For the next one, the club will be
forming a committee to help plan. A request for
volunteer’s will be made at every meeting, until we
get enough help. If you would like to volunteer, let
John Wendt or Randal White know. It is a lot of fun,
and you will get to put your input in to make it an
even better success!
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Trout Stalking in New Zealand
My partner, Dick Simmons, had warned me that fly
fishing in New Zealand is different – tougher, more
technical. So I was a little on edge when our guide
spotted our first brown trout and directed me down
over a steep cutbank into position below the fish. I
had seen it finning in an eddy below a big rock. It
looked scary big.
Fourteen feet of leader hung from my rod tip, a
tandem of small nymphs at the end, a small puff of
yarn for a strike indicator. The job was to work out
enough line to turn over that ungainly leader and
place the nymphs close to, but not on top of, the trout.
My first cast was perfect. The fish took. I set.
The big brown streaked to the middle of the river
and leaped, showing the broad sides of the biggest
brown trout I’d ever hooked. Hannah, our guide
was shrieking with excitement. She was really into
it, yelling out instructions: “Move down…..move
down…..keep moving down!” I struggled to keep
a tight line on the fish as I negotiated the many
large rocks along the shore. At one point I almost
fell. But the whole point was to stay even with the
fish as it ran down river. If it got below me in the

heavy current the small fly would pull right out of
its mouth. That didn’t happen, so eventually we had
a five-pound brown in the net. Hannah snapped
pictures, as happy and excited as I was. It was great
to have success and get the pressure off first thing in
the morning.
Soon it all got a lot harder. The wind started to
blow, making it all the more difficult to control that
ungainly leader. Dick casts left handed and we were
fishing the right side of the river with a high cutbank
behind us. That meant Dick had to either backhand
his casts, or loop his back casts high over his left
shoulder. Neither tactic favored accurate casting
given the wind and long leader. Dick got a brief
hookup, all that we managed the rest of the day.
The rivers were all picture book pretty, meandering
down sweet little valleys that were lightly inhabited
and only lightly pastured, with tall grass to swish
through and thickly forested mountains to peer up
at, when we weren’t peering down into the clear
water searching for the next trout. The valleys were
wider, the streams larger, than those I grew up with
in Wisconsin, but the pastoral setting reminded me
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because, as Hannah stressed, “These trout smell you.
We never fish below where we’ve waded.”
As picture perfect as these rivers were, the trout
populations were low. It was an anomaly I couldn’t
explain; why such pristine habitat would support
only a few large trout per mile of river. We walked
all day to spot six or eight trout, all of them four
pounds or larger. That meant Dick and I got maybe
three or four chances each per day. We would be
doing very well to hook up on one or two of those
chances. There was almost no blind casting, so we
were making only a few casts a day to sighted fish
cautiously approached.
I hooked up to only one other large brown, which I
lost after it ran down river faster than I could follow.
Dick hooked up two or three times, losing the big
fish after brief battles. Mostly, we just screwed up,
of those early streams of my birthright, except there
weren’t as many farms or cattle in these New Zealand spooking the fish with errant casts, striking too soon,
or too late. I remember Hannah advising me more
valleys. It was a more pristine environment, even
than once: “Keith, you have to compensate for the
more so than Montana rivers with their armadas of
wind,” and my reply, “Yes Hannah, I know that.”
drift boats. No drift boats on these rivers. No other
Knowing and doing are two different things given
anglers either.
wind and 14-foot leader, and having to be perfect on
We spent five days wandering up these rivers with
the very first cast.
Hannah on point, acting as both “trout dog” and
There’s no way around the assessment that
guide. She took us to a different river each day,
Kiwi brown trout “ate our lunch,” a worthy and
each with an unpronounceable Kiwi name such as,
memorable experience in itself at this advanced stage
Imangahua, Wangarui, Mawheranui, etc. We were
of our angling careers. We will remember them for
fishing at the north end of the south island near the
that, along with the beautiful and serene valleys in
small town of Murchison. Each of these many rivers
which they live.
was a gem – a freestone river of cold, clear water
gliding and tumbling over a clean river bed of cobbles
Keith Stamm
and boulders. We always worked our way up river

